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x  Introduction
Let X be a minimal complex projective Gorenstein variety of dimension
n We say that X is canonical if for some any desingularization   Y 
X the map associated to the canonical linear series jK
Y
j is birational
We note K
X
for the canonical divisor of X and 
X
 O
X
K
X
 the canon
ical sheaf Let p
g
 h

X
X
 q  h

XO
X
 There are several known
bounds for K
n
X
depending on p
g
 the most general one being the bound
K
n
X
 n 	p
g
 d
n
d
n
constant given by Harris 
 Bounds including
other invariants are known for canonical surfaces K

S
 p
g
 q   
	

 and for surfaces and threefolds bred over curves 
	 

In this paper we prove some results for canonical surfaces and threefolds
In the case of canonical surfaces there are some known results which show
that under some additional hypotheses the bound K

S
 p
g
 q   can be
considerably improved see Remark  We give here some other special
cases Remark  for which is not sharp and prove Theorem 	 that in
fact K

S
 p
g
 q   only if q   whenever p
g
S   or p
g
S  
Canonical surfaces with K

S
 p
g
  are known to exist and classied

	Then we can hope that a good bound for canonical surfaces including
the irregularity should be of type K

S
 p
g
 aq   a  	 Since for q  	
it is known 
	 that K

S
 p
g
 a should be  although unfortunately
examples of low K

S
with q   are not known
Partially supported by CICYT PS and HCM project n ERBCHRXCT
	
In the case of canonical threefolds we prove that K

X
 p
g
 q  In
particular we prove that the results of Ohno for canonical bred threefolds
are not sharp
We use basically a result on quadrics containing irreducible varieties due
to Reid 
	 and several techniques originated in 
	 and developed by
Konno 
	 
	 
	 for the study of the slope of bred surfaces In
particular we include in an Appendix the dimension  version of the relative
hyperquadrics method used by Konno in 
	
After this manuscript was written the author was informed that theorem
	 was known yet to K Konno unpublished
The author wants to thank his advisor professor Juan C Naranjo for
fruitful conversations and continuous support
x  A general inequality
We need the following result due to Reid 
	 p 	
Lemma  Let   P
N
be an irreducible variety spanning P
N
of dimen
sion w Then
h

J
P
N  

N  w  


minfdeg N  w  	g
Then we have an immediate consequence
Proposition  Let X be a normal projective variety of general type and
dimension n Let L  DivX L  O
X
L  PicX and  the rational map
associated to L Assume  is birational then
a h

XO
X
L  n  
h

XO
X
L
n


b If equality holds in a then
i   X is contained in a minimal degree variety of P
h

XL
of dimension n  	 obtained as the intersection of quadrics containing 
ii   P
h

XL
is linearly and quadratically normal
iii BsjLj  BsjLj

iv If BsjLj   and p q  X then jLj separates p and q if and only
if so does jLj
Proof
We can always consider

X




	
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
X



  P
r
where r  h

L  	

X is smooth  is birational and  is dened by the
moving part M of the linear system j

Lj which has no base point
By construction we have 

O
P
r
	  O
	
X
M and M  moving part of
j

Lj Then since X is normal and  has connected bres
h

XO
X
L  h

X



O
X
L 
 h



X

O
X
L  h



XO
	
X
M 
 h



X 

O
P
r
 
 h

 



O
P
r
  h

O


	
Now if we consider
  H

J
P
r
  H

O
P
r

f
 H

O


Lemma 		 gives
h

O

  dim Imf 

r




rn


minfdeg r  n  	g
 n 
r 
n

  n  
h

O
X
L
n



if deg  rn	 If H
i
i  	     n are general hyperplanes in P
r
and

k
   H

     H
nk
is a general section of  of dimension k we have
that 

is an irreducible surface of general type and then 
 p 		
deg  deg

 r  n   	  r  n  	
This proves a
Assume from now on that equality holds in a In particular equality
must hold at every step of 	 and  Then f is an epimorphism and

h
J
P
r
   Since h

J
P
r
	 is always zero we have ii Moreover we
have
S

H

O
P
r
	  S

H

O

	
	

S

H



X

L
	

S

H

XL

 
 
H

O
P
r

f
 H

O


	

H



X

O
X
L
	

H

XO
X
L
and hence  is an epimorphism and iii follows immediately
In order to prove iv consider local trivializations of L at p and q For
   H

L we confuse   with their local expressions at these trivializa
tions
We need
Claim If BsjLj   then jLj does not separate p and q if and only if for all
   H

L





p p
q q





 
Proof of the Claim
Let   H

L be such that p   Since p is not a base point of jLj
there exists   H

L such that p   Then from





p 
q q





 
we get q   and then  does not separate p and q
Assume there exist    H

L such that p  a q  b p  a
q 

b and a

b  ba   Let   a  a  H

L Then clearly 
separates p and q 
If jLj does not separate p and q then trivially so does not jLj
Assume jLj does not separate p and q Since S

H

L  H

L


is surjective for every    H

L  
P
a
ij
s
i
s
j
  
P
b
ij
s
i
s
j
 s
i

H

L

 Since jLj has no base point and does not separate p and q we
can take s  H

L such that sp  a   sq  b   Since by the
claim we have





s
i
p a
s
i
q b





  for every s
i
we can dene 	
i

s
i
p
a

s
i
q
b

Then p 
P
a
ij
	
i
	
j
a

 q 
P
a
ij
	
i
	
j
b

 p 
P
b
ij
	
i
	
j
a

 q 
P
b
ij
	
i
	
j
b

 and then





p p
q q





 a

b






P
a
ij
	
i
	
j
P
b
ij
	
i
	
j
P
a
ij
	
i
	
j
P
b
ij
	
i
	
j





 

and hence by the claim jLj does not separate p and q
For the proof of i we refer again to 
	 p 	 If we call 

 H


  H
n
we have that 

is a set of d  deg  r n   points in P
rn

Proof of Lemma 		 cf 
	 p	 shows that if we consider
H

O
P
r

f
 H

O


H

O
P
rn

f

 H

O



then dim Imf 

r




rn


 dim Imf



r




rn


min fd r
n  	g Under our hypothesis equality holds and then we have that 

is a
set of d points in P
rn
imposing exactly r n  	 conditions on quadrics
Then 

is contained in a rational normal curve  intersection of the quadrics
containing 

 Let T
k
be the intersection of quadrics of P
rnk
containing

k
 We have T
k
 T
k
 H
nk
and hence   T

 T
n
 H

     H
n

Then T
n
has an irreducible componentW containing  of dimension at least
n 	 But then
h

J
WP
r
  h

J
P
r
 

r  n


since   W  T
n
 Again applying Lemma 		 to W  if w  dimW  n
h

J
WP
r
 

r  n


 	
So dimW  n  	 and since W  H

    H
n
  W is a variety of
minimal degree in P
r
 Since such varieties are always intersection of quadrics
we have in particular W  T
n
 
x  Canonical surfaces
As a consequence of Proposition 		 we get the following result for mini
mal canonical surfaces The rst part is a well known fact cf 
D 
J
Theorem  Let S be a minimal canonical surface Then
a K

S
 p
g
 q  

b Assume p
g
S   or p
g
S   If K

S
 p
g
 q   then q  
Proof
a Inequality K

S
 p
g
 q   is a well known fact see 
 
	 and
follows immediately from Proposition 		
b In order to prove the statement we need rst some properties of
surfaces lying on the border line let   S  P
p
g


Claim  If K

S
 p
g
 q   then
i  lies in a threefold Z of minimal degree
ii jK
S
j is base point free
iii jK
S
j does not separate p q  S possibly innitely near if and only
if so does not jK
S
j
iv q  
v If dimSing  	 and K

S
 	 then the one dimensional components
of Sing are double lines
Proof of Claim 	
i ii and iii are direct consequence of Proposition 		 and the fact
that jK
S
j has no base points if p
g
  

iv If q   and q   K
S
 p
g
 q   then K

S

 O
S
and the
canonical map of S can not be birational cf 
D
v Assume dimSing  	 Let D be a one dimensional component of
Sing The canonical map  is not an embedding over D Since K

S
 	
and since by iii points which are not separated by jK
S
j are those which
are not separated by jK
S
j we can apply Reiders Theorem see 
 Let
q  D be a general point of D and let p

 p

 S possibly innitely near
such that p

  p

  q By Reiders Theorem we have that there exists
an eective divisor E passing through p

 p

and verifying
  K
S
E      E

 
Since irreducible curves with trivial intersection with K
S
are contracted
by  we can consider that irreducible components of E have positive inter

section with K
S
 Then only two possibilities can occur
 E irreducible K
S
E   E

 
 E  E

 E

K
S
E

 K
S
E

 	 E

  E


 E


  E

E

 
Note that moving q  D the curve E can not move because then we would
have the surface S covered by curves of genus at most two and this is im
possible since S is canonical So we must have E  D settheoretically
and deg
jE
  since  contracts at least two points over the general point
of D Then we have that in both cases D is a line in P
p
g


Assume that for q  D general we have three points p

 p

 p

contracted
by  over q For any pair fp
i
 p
j
g we must have E
ij
passing through them
verifying the above conditions If we consider the irreducible curves that lie
over D by  it is clear that three curves E

 E

 E

 E

i
  E
i
E
j
 
i  j must exist Consider a hyperplane inP
p
g

containingD it is possible
since D is a line and consider the section C  jK
S
j that it produces We
have
C  E

 E

 E



C
But
  K
S
E

E

E

  E

E

E





CE

E

E

  

CE

E

E


which contradicts the connectness of the canonical divisor 
It is a well known fact that the only possibilities for a threefold Z of
minimal degree in P
p
g

are
A Z  P

p
g
 
B Z is a cone over the Veronese surface p
g
 
C Z is a smooth quadric in P


p
g
 
D Z is a scroll of type P
abc
   a  b  c   a b c  p
g
 
Claim  If K

S
 p
g
 q   and q   then if Case D happens p
g
 
Proof of Claim 

Assume Z is a scroll Consider

S




 

Z


P

S

  Z
where

Z is the desingularization of Z Let  

S  P

be the induced
bration and

G be a general bre Note that by construction   
j
	
G


G  P
p
g

induces on

G a base point free sublinear system of jK
	
G
j and
that   

G  P

	

T  where T is a general ruling of Z
Note that the singularities of   G for

G general lie on SingZ
produced by the base points of j

Gj on S or on SingT  If abc  
we only exclude the case Z  P

which is Case A then p
g
  and
K

S
   q  		 if q   Then if Sing has one dimensional components
they must be lines by Claim 	 Moreover we can assume that they are
transversal to the general ruling Since any such line in Z corresponds to an
epimorphism O
P

a  O
P

b  O
P

c  O
P

	 under the assumption
a b c   p
g
  we have that the lines transversal to the ruling cut a
general plane T in points which are on a line   T  Then we can proceed
as follows
Assume rst Z is smooth ie 	  a  b  c We have then that S 

S


G  G and G is a plane curve of degree d  gG   with only
double points as singularities lying all of them on a line if p
g
  A simple
computation shows that d   and hence gG   Again by Xiaos result
q   and hence q   If p
g
  we can apply the argument of the case dim
SingZ  
Assume dimSingZ  	 ie   a  b 
 c Take a general section  of 
containing SingZ  corresponds to a section jK
S
j  C  cGL where L is
the component of the sublinear system containing SingZ possibly L  
We have then since p
g
 q  


c   p
g
 q    K

S
 cKGKL  cKG
Then using c   cG

 K
S
G and evenness of K
S
G  G

we get that

in any case p
a
G   K
S
GG

  Then g

G  p
a
G   Again by
Xiaos result q   and hence q  
Finally assume dimSingZ   i e   a 
 b  c Take a general hy
perplane section of  and Z We get an irreducible curve

C lying on a smooth
ruled surface V of minimal degree in P
p
g

 Let h f be the hyperplane divi
sor class and the bre divisor class in V  We have that h

 degV  p
g
 
and that

C  h  f with   	    Let C  jK
S
j be the smooth
curve lying over

C Using that K
V
 h p
g
 f we get
K

S
 gC   p
a


C     	p
g
        
K

S
 deg

C 

Ch  p
g
   
K

S
 p
g
 q  
Using that q   and that p
g
 q  one gets that if p
g
  and   
then q   Then we have    But  

Cf is the degree of   

G in
T
	

P

 so p
a


G 


  	     and hence q   so q   We get
then that the only possibilities for S with q   occur when p
g
  
Remark  Part b of Theorem 	 shows that inequalityK

S
 p
g
q
is not sharp if p
g
  Since surfaces with K

S
 p
g
  are known to exist
and are completely understood see 
	 it seems that a sharp bound should
look like K

S
 p
g
 aq   with a  	 There are several partial results in
this direction
i Let alb  S  albS be the Albanese map of S As a direct conse
quence of the study of the slope of brations Konno 
	 shows that if
dim albS  	 then K

S
 p
g
 q  
ii In the same paper Konno proves that if the cotangent sheaf of S is nef
then K

S
 O
S
 p
g
 q   which is better than K

S
 p
g
 q   if
p
g
 q
iii Note that even if dim albS   but there exists a bration   S  B
with b  gB   we have K

S
 p
g
q Indeed for a general bration
we have K

S
 	O
S
	b 	g 	 g  gF  F smooth bre of 
Note that if S is canonical g   Under our hypothesis   alb and then

Xiao 
	 proves that 	   Finally note that since b g  q 
 we have
b 	g  	  b 	  g  	  q   if b  
and b 	g  	  b 	  g  	 	  q   if b  
But if b   and b 	g  	  q   we have q  b g Again by 

we can say that S  B  F with b  gB   This is not possible if S is
canonical Finally we can apply that for a surface of general type p
g
 q
and p
g
 q   if it is canonical 
 and we get the desired bound
iv Let C  jK
S
j then we have
 H

O
S
 H


S
 H

C
S
jC
 H

O
S


C
 H


S
   
Note that the above sequence is selfdual and then we can consider 
C

Sym C
q
 The correspondence H

S 
S


 Sym C
q
is clearly linear since it
is induced by the natural map H

S 
S
H

O
S
  H

S 
S
 Then if
p
g


q


there must exist C  jK
S
j such that 
C
  For such C we have
h

C
S
jC
  p
g
 q  	
Assume C to be irreducible Since the linear system jK
S
j
jC
is birational
we can apply Cliord plus 
	 p 	 and get
p
g
 q  	  h

C
S
jC
 
	

K

S
 
and hence K

S
 p
g
 q  
x  Canonical threefolds
Theorem  Let T be a canonical threefold Then
K

T
 p
g
 q  
Proof
Since T is canonical in particular T is minimal K
T
is nef and big and
hence by the general KawamataViehweg Theorem 
	 Thm 	 and
Proposition 	 we get
	

K

T
 O
T
 
T


T
  h

T 

T
  h

T 
T
  	
	
and hence
K

T
 p
g
 h

O
T
 h

O
T
 	
Assume h

O
T
  h

O
T
  then we get
K

T
 p
g
 q   
and then the Theorem is proved under this hypothesis
From now on we assume h

O
T
  h

O
T
  then by 
 Lemma X
and 
 Proposition 	 we obtain the existence of a bration   T  B
where B is a smooth curve of genus b  
Let F be a general bre of  Since K
T
 F
jF
 K
F
we have that the
general bre is a smooth canonical minimal surface note that K
T
is nef so
in particular it is nef
Then we can apply the results of Ohno 
	 and state that Main The
orem 
K

T
 b 	K

F
 K

TB
 O
B
O
F
 O
T
 
except for a nite number of exceptions We have
K

T
 b 	
K

F
 O
F
  p
g
 h

O
T
 h

O
T
  
 b 	
K

F
 O
F
  p
g
 q  	
since we are assuming h

O
T
 h

O
T
  Note that since F is canonical
K

F
 O
F
 p
g
F   qF    qF  	
and
b 	
K

F
 O
F
  	b  	qF   	  	qF   b 	
since b   qF   
Note also that from the Albanese maps associated to F  T  B we
get qF   b  qT   q and so
K

T
 p
g
 q  
		
which is stronger than we wanted
Finally we must deal with the exceptions of Main Theorem  in 
	
Notice that since F is a canonical surface we must have by Section  K

F

p
g
F   qF   From this only a few exceptional cases hold We divide
them in three cases following 
	 a canonical surface verifying p
g
F   
qF    K

F
 p
g
F     	 is classied in two types according its
canonical image is contained in a threefold of genus  or 	 In all of them
we will proveK

TB
 O
B
O
F
O
T
 Then the same argument as above
works
Case  p
g
F    
We use the results of the relative hyperquadrics method of the Appendix
If E  


TB
and we consider the relative canonical image of T 
T




Y  P
B
E  Z
xx

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
B
Then formula A gives
K

TB
 p
g
F  O
B
O
F
 O
T
 degK  
where K  

J
YZ
 Note that since T is Gorenstein    
F
If p
g
F    K   and
K

TB
 O
B
O
F
 O
T

which produces as in 
K

T
 p
g
 q   
If p
g
F    then rkK  	 and degK  x for some relative hyperquadric
Q  L
E
 xF containing Y see proof of Lemma A Lemma A of the
Appendix gives that degK  x 


degE since rkQ   Then from the proof
	
of Corollary A we get
K

TB
 p
g
F   	degE  O
B
O
F
 O
T
 degK 



degE  O
B
O
F
 O
T
 




O
B
O
F
 O
T
 
 O
B
O
F
 O
T

which gives again 
Case  p
g
F     qF    and K

F
 p
g
  or p
g
F    qF   
K

F
 p
g
  and the canonical image of F is contained in a threefold of
genus  intersection of the quadrics containing it
Consider again the relative canonical image of T 
T





Y  P
B
E  Z
ww

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
B
If A  PicB is ample enough we have an epimorphism
H

J
YZ
L
E
 

A  H

J
FP
p
g


Let W be the horizontal irreducible component of the base locus of the
linear system given by the sections of H

J
YZ
L
E
 

A Since under
our hypothesis intersections of quadrics containing F is a threefold of minimal
degree see 
	 and 
	W is a fourfold bred overB by threefolds of minimal
degree Let
f
W be a desingularization of W 
We want to relate the invariants of   T  B with those of  
f
W 
B In 
	 Konno gives a general method for this We refer there for details
Let H be the pullback of the tautological divisor of Z to
f
W 
Lemma 
a 

O
e
W
H  


TB

b deg

O
e
W
H  H


 deg


TB

c K

TB
 H


 O
B
O
F
 O
T

	
Proof
a Follows directly from the construction of
f
W and H
b Note that the formula we want to prove is invariant under the change
of H by H  

A A  PicB So we can assume jHj is base point free
and hence get a smooth ladder
f
W  W


 W

 W

 W

 W

ie W
i
is smooth and W
i
 jH
jW
i
j Notice that W

is a ruled surface over B By
induction one easily proves that
i   m  	 n   R
m


O
W
i
nH
jW
i
  
and hence that
deg

O
W
i
H
jW
i
  deg

O
e
W
H  deg

O
W
i
H
i

Finally note that deg

O
W

H  H



c The natural map   

O
e
W
H  



TB
has a torsion cok
ernel since it is an isomorphism at a general bre Then the result follows
calculating deg

w

TB
as in proof of Corollary A and applying b 
In order to nish Case  note that since part c of Lemma holds it is
enough to prove that H


 deg

O

W
H
Claim Let X be a smooth variety and f  X  B a ltration onto a
smooth curve Let D  DivX be a nef divisor and let E  f

O
X
D Then
D
n
 degf

O
X
D
Proof of the Claim It follows easily by induction from 
	 Lemma 	

Case  p
g
F    qF    K

F
 	 and the canonical image of F is
contained in a threefold of genus 	 intersection of quadrics containing it
In this case see 
	 the canonical image of F is a complete intersection
of two quadrics and a cubic We follow the notations of Case  Denote
H
i
 H
jW
i
 Now
f
W  W


is bred over B by threefolds of degree four in P


complete intersections of two quadrics and W

 B is an elliptic surface
over B
Then we have
	
Lemma 
a 

O
e
W
H  


TB

b deg

O
e
W
H 


H


 deg

O
e
W
H
c K

TB
 H


 O
B
O
F
 O
T

Proof
a Follows as in Case 
b Note that as in Case  formula b is invariant under changing H
by H  

A so we can construct a smooth ladder of 

WH For i  
and t  B general W
i

t
 P
i
is a complete intersection so it is projectively
normal On the other side R



O
W
i
is locally free for i  	 see 
	 and
in fact R



O
W
i
  except for i   for which it is a line bundle of degree
O
W

 Let E  W


t
any bre of   W

 B Since H

 E is nef
and big on W

we have from KawamataViehweg vanishing and the exact
sequence
 H

W

EH

 H

W

H

 H

EO
E
	 H

W

EH


that h

EO
E
	  h

EO
E
	   recall that K
E
 O
E
since W

is
elliptic and hence that R



O
W

H   Then again by induction we have
i   n  	 R



O
W
i
nH  
i   R



O
W
i
 
Therefore we have exact sequences
  

O
W
i
H  

O
W
i
H  

O
W
i
H   for i  
  

O
W
i
 

O
W
i
H  

O
W
i
H   for i  	
  

O
W

 

O
W

H  

O
W

H  R



O
W

 
Denote d  deg

O
e
W
H  deg


TC
 Then we have
d  deg

O
W

H  deg

O
W

H  deg

O
W

H 
 deg

O
W

H degR



O
W

	
and then
deg

O
e
W
H  d H


 degR



O
W

 dH


 O
W


Note that since  W

 B is an elliptic bration we have that K
W

	



LM  whereM   and contained in bres and degL  O
W

b	
So RiemannRoch on W

and Leray spectral sequence yields
d  b 	  

O
W

H  O
W

H  O
W




H





H

K
W


 O
W

 b 	 


H


since H


 H


 H

is nef and H

t   for t  B Then O
W


d


H


and hence deg

O
e
W
H  d 


H



c The same argument as in Case  works 
Now we only have to use H


  and get K

TB
 O
B
O
F
 O
T

as needed Note that using good lower bounds for H


as in Case  we can
obtain stronger bounds for K

TB
in this case 
Remark  The bounds obtained in Theorem 	 for bred canonical
threefolds hold when simply jK
F
j induces a birational map it is not necessary
that T be canonical
Appendix The relative hyperquadrics method for three
folds
The method of counting relative hyperquadrics originated in 
	 and

 was successfully applied by Konno in 
	 to study the slope of bred
surfaces with small bre genus Here we construct the fundamental sequence
and prove the rst elementary conclusions which are needed in the previous
Section
Let T be a normal Qfactorial projective threefold with only terminal
singularities and let   T  B be a relatively minimal bration onto a
smooth curve of genus b Following Ohno 
	 if D is a Weil divisor on T
	
and E  

O
T
D we have
e
T



	








T





Y













i
P
B
E  Z
B
where 	  is induced by 



O
T
D  O
T
D and Y  Im
  
e
T  T is a desingularization of T such that 	     is
everywhere dened
 	

 i

L
E
	
Q


D D

E being L
E
the tautological divisor on
Z D

the codimension one base Weil divisor of O
T
D and E is an eective
Qdivisor exceptional
Proposition A Under the above hypothesis we have an exact sequence
  

J
YZ
L
E
  S



O
T
D  

O
T
D

the generalized MaxNoether sequence associated to 
Proof
From the exact sequence
  J
YZ
L
E
  O
Z
L
E
  i

O
Y
O
Z
L
E
  
we have
  

J
YZ
L
E
  S



O
T
D  

i

O
Y
O
Z
L
E

Now the natural map 



O
T
D  O
T
D induces a map 

S



O
T
D 
S





O
T
D O
T
DO
T
D

 O
T
D

and hence   S



O
T
D


O
T
D

 Let K  ker For general t  BK
t
 

J
YZ
L
E

t
 and
hence K  

J
YZ
L
E
 since 

O
T
D

is locally free 
Corollary A Under the same hypothesis we have
K

TB
 p
g
F  O
B
O
F
 O
T
 degK   	
	
where K  

J
YZ
L
E
 F  

t for t  B and l is the second order
correction term of ReidFletcher to the plurigenera of T cf 
	
Proof
Let D  K
TB
which is in general a Weil divisor and take degrees in
the generalized MaxNoether sequence Use
d  deg


TB
 O
B
O
F
 O
T
 
	 p 
deg



TB

	

K

TB
 O
B
O
F
 O
T
   
	 Lemma 
degS




TB
 p
g
F   	d
rkS




TB


p
g
F   	


and that if C cokerS




TB
 



TB
 degC   since 



TB
is semi
positive 
	 
Remark A For small values of the invariants p
g
F  qF  K

F
it could
be interesting to consider D  mK
TB
for m  	 We obtain then bounds
for K

TB
which are better than 	
In general degK is di cult to be computed or bounded There are some
special cases where this is easier Notice that rkK  h

I
P
r
 where  is
the canonical image of F and r  p
g
F  	 Then following Lemma 		 we
have
h

J
P
r
 
rr

if  is a non ruled surface
h

J
P
r
 
rr

 q if  is a ruled surface
h

J
P
r
 
rr

if  is a curve
Lemma A
a If p
g
F    and E  


TB
is semistable then degK  
rkK
p
g
F 
d
	
b If K  L

   L
s
srkK then
degK  rkK


d
in particular this happens if s  	 or b  
Proof
a If E is semistable then so it is S

E Then we use the natural inclusion
K  S

E
b If x
i
 degL
i
then there exists a section s  H

K  L

i

	

H

J
YZ
L
E
  O
Z


L

i
  H

ZOL
E
  

L

i
 so there exists
a relative hyperquadric Q
i
 L
E
 x
i


t numerical equivalence The
result follows then from the following Lemma which is a slight renement of

	 Remark 	 and the fact that for every i rkQ
i
  
Lemma A Let Q  L
E
 x

t be a relative hyperquadric Let 




     
k
the virtual slopes of the HarderNarashiman ltration of E
k  rkE Let p  rkQ then
x  min
ip
f
i
 
pi
g 

p
degE
Corollary A	 With the same notations as above assume p
g
F   
a If E  


TB
is semistable then
K

TB


	 


p
g
F 

O
B
O
F
 O
T
  if  is a nonruled surface
K

TB


 

p
g
F 

O
B
O
F
 O
T
  if  is a ruled surface
K

TB


 


p
g
F 

O
B
O
F
 O
T
  if  is a curve
b If h

J
P
r
   then
K

TB
 p
g
F  O
F
O
B
 O
T
 
c If h

J
P
r
  	 then
K

TB
 p
g
F 
	

O
F
O
B
 O
T
  
	
Proof
Take degrees at the generalized MaxNoether sequence and use Remark
A and Lemma A 
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